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Chapter 1: What is Pure Henna? 
 

The henna plant, lawsonia inermis, is a flowering shrub. It grows in hot, dry cli-

mates such as the Middle East and India. The leaves of this shrub are harvested, 

dried, and powdered.  This powder has been used for thousands of years to 

dye hair, skin (for body art), leather and fabrics. Pure henna powder gives a 

reddish orange colour.  

 
Figure 1: Fresh Henna Leaves - Lawsonia Inermis 

Other things that are mistakenly called henna 

This book is about pure henna from the lawsonia inermis plant. It is important to 

distinguish this from products that call themselves ‘henna’, but which actually 

contain other ingredients mixed in with the henna. We are talking about using 

pure henna (which can be used either on its own, or mixed into your own reci-

pes) rather than ready-mixed, branded hair dyes. In a way, we are talking 

about home cooking rather than processed fast-food! 
 

Black henna, brown henna and blonde henna do not exist. Pure henna only 

gives a red/orange colour.   If a dye is black, brown or blonde, it is not pure 

henna - it must contain other ingredients. 

The product ‘neutral henna’ is also not henna. This term is usually used to de-

scribe cassia powder, which is from a different plant. 

See Chapter 7 for more details about products that call themselves ‘henna’ 

but in fact contain harmful added chemicals.  

The benefits of using pure henna for hair colouring 

Henna is very versatile. You can use henna in your own tailor-made hair colour 

recipes, to achieve any number of different shades.  Henna can be used on its 

own to create stunning red/copper tones, or combined with other plants (such 

as indigo) to create an endless variety of hair colours, from blonde to black.  

Henna coats your hair, increasing volume, shine and silkiness.  

Pure henna contains no PPD, ammonia or other nasty chemicals found in hair 

dyes, which can damage your hair and your health. In fact, henna is good for 

your hair. 

http://www.suvarna.co.uk/pure-henna-indigo/henna-body-art-quality.html


What makes henna a red dye? 

Lawsone is the orange/red dye that is naturally present in the henna leaves. It is 

not an additive, simply a part of the plant. Lawsone molecule binds with the 

keratin in your hair to give your hair colour. Henna leaves or powder can be 

laboratory tested to ascertain the lawsone content, which determines how 

strong the dye will be.  

 

What is body art quality henna and how does it compare with hair quality 

henna? 

Pure henna comes in two types. One, body art quality, is more finely ground and 

sifted. The other, hair quality henna, is a less fine powder.  

Because body art henna is more finely sifted than hair quality henna, it makes a 

smoother paste, which is suitable for drawing the intricate and detailed designs 

of traditional henna body art.  The smoother paste of body art henna is also 

easier to apply as a hair colourant. Body art henna can also be preferable for 

hair dyeing, because it generally has a higher lawsone content than the aver-

age hair quality henna. The lawsone content of body art quality henna ranges 

from 1.5% to 3%.  

In the ‘It’s Pure Organics’ range, the hair quality and the body art quality hen-

nas actually contain the same amount of lawsone. The only difference is that 

the hair quality henna is less finely sifted.   

It is important to remember that every batch of henna powder will be different, 

as it varies because of its country of origin, its lawsone content, the way it is 

processed, and even the particular year in which it was grown. It is impossible 

to tell how a particular batch of henna powder will be just by looking at it.  

 
. 

 
Figure 3: Henna Powder Ready to be mixed 

What colour should I expect on my hair after using henna? 

There are many factors that determine the colour result of henna dye, such as 

how the dye is prepared, and what your hair is like. The main factors are: 

http://www.suvarna.co.uk/pure-henna-indigo.html
http://www.suvarna.co.uk/body-art-henna.html
http://www.suvarna.co.uk/pure-henna-indigo/henna-body-art-quality.html
http://www.suvarna.co.uk/henna-indigo/henna-body-art-quality.html
http://www.suvarna.co.uk/henna-indigo/henna-body-art-quality.html


1. How the henna is prepared – soaking henna powder in acid solution for the 

optimal time allows maximum lawsone dye release, resulting in stronger colour. 

 

2. How long the henna is left on the hair – the longer you leave the paste on 

your hair, the stronger the colour will be. For the strongest red/orange colour, 

leave the dye on your hair for at least 4 hours. 

3. The henna’s lawsone content – higher lawsone content gives stronger colour.   

4. Freshness and storage of the henna - if the henna is fresh and/or has been 

stored correctly, it will be more potent. See more on this in Chapter 7.  

 

5. Your initial hair colour - using pure henna without any other ingredients 

added generally gives a bright orange/red colour over very light-coloured grey 

or light blonde hair. On light brown hair, it usually gives more of an auburn 

brown, while on darker brown hair, the colour result should be brown with 

reddish undertones.   

 

6. Your hair structure and chemistry – if your hair is porous the henna may dye 

your hair more effectively. If you have dye-resistant hair the henna will not 

bond as well with your hair, and the colour will be less strong. 

Everyone’s hair is different and will take the colour slightly differently. Trial and 

error may be necessary to get the desired shade. Strand testing is an excellent 

way of experimenting, and of avoiding any unwanted hair colours. 

Remember that if want a different colour to the traditional henna red, you can 

combine your henna with one of a range of other plant ingredients. See 

Chapters 3 to 5 for more details on this.  

 
 

Figure 2: Its Pure Organics Body Art Henna on very light bleached blonde hair 

 

No 1 is half cassia half henna left on for 2 hours 

 

No 2 is Pure Body Art Henna left on for 2 hours 

 

No 3 is Pure Body Art Henna left on for 3 hours 

 
 



Chapter 2: Henna hair colouring instructions 

Testing the colour on a strand to avoid a surprise 

You may think strand testing is too time consuming. Because natural hair dyes 

can be so variable (see Chapter 1), it is very important to not only see how the 

dye will colour your hair, but also to ascertain for how long you should leave 

the dye on your hair. 

If you have different colours in your hair (for example, areas of chemical dye or 

highlights, or patches of grey hair) then you should make sure your strand test 

covers some of each of the colours. This is because the colour result may be 

different on each different area.  

 

To do a strand test, follow the preparation instructions for henna below, but 

using just a small amount of henna (e.g. 7gms).  Coat a small section of your 

hair in the henna paste you have made, then wrap in some plastic such as 

cling film. If the strand is not attached to your head, it is good to keep the 

strand at body temperature, to replicate the effect of dyeing hair that is on 

your head. One way to do this is to wrap the pasted strand in cling film or a 

plastic bag and keep it in your pocket to do this. Make sure the strand is well 

wrapped and sealed, so no paste can escape and dye your clothes!  

Preparing to henna your hair 

Before you start mixing your dye, put on plastic or rubber gloves, and protect 

your clothes and surfaces from the dye.  

Preparing the powder 

Before mixing henna into a paste, make sure the powder is loose and not 

lumpy. If the henna is in a bag that has been vacuum sealed it may feel like a 

hard block. If this is the case, pummel and bang the bag on a hard surface to 

break it up. Make sure you get any lumps out of your henna powder before 

you add any liquid, as this will be much easier than trying to get lumps out 

once you are at the ‘paste’ stage.  

Preparing the henna paste 

There are many different methods for preparing the pure henna paste. Three 

examples are listed below. 

 

1. Classic Method Mix the henna powder with some acidic fruit juice such as 

lemon, orange, or grape juice (pure lemon juice is ideal). This can be pure 

bottled fruit juice or freshly squeezed fruit juice.  If you have very sensitive skin 

and you think pure acidic fruit juice may irritate your scalp, you can dilute the 

juice with water.  You can also use other acidic liquids such as vinegar, yogurt 

or wine - however, be careful, these may give your hair an unpleasant smell.   

The addition of acidic liquid aids the release of the lawsone dye. This makes the 

dyeing particles readily available in the paste, so that when you put the paste 

http://www.suvarna.co.uk/pure-henna-indigo/henna-body-art-quality.html


on your hair, it will more effectively bond with the keratin in your hair. This gives 

a stronger colour result. 

The henna paste should be the consistency of yoghurt or thick custard. It needs 

to be covered and left to soak for about 8 to 24 hours. This allows the acid to 

do its work, optimising the paste’s dyeing potential. When the dye release has 

happened, the surface of the henna will be slightly brown, because the dye 

has been released and is reacting with the air.  

If you are in a hurry, leave the paste to soak in a warm place, as this makes the 

dye release quicker.  If the paste is in a cold place, the dye release will be 

slower, so leave it to soak for longer.  If the paste is left for too long, the 

released dye can react too much with the oxygen in the air. If this happens, 

the dyeing particles can be ‘used up’ on the air, so there will not be enough 

left to react with the hair and give it a good colour. 

 

2. Efficient Method If you are in a hurry, after mixing the henna with some acid 

liquid, you can speed up the dye release by putting the paste in a warm place 

for 2 to 3 hours (e.g. in an airing cupboard. Make sure it is not warmer than 

body temperature (i.e. not directly on top of a hot radiator, or in an oven, etc). 

Using the method, the henna will still work - but the colour result will not be quite 

as strong as it would be, if you had soaked the henna for longer. 

 
Figure 4: This henna paste has formed a dark skin meaning the lawsone dye has 

released. Where the skin is peeled back in the centre it is a lighter colour. 

3. Express Method If you want to use the henna immediately and do not have 

time to soak the paste, you can mix your powder with hot water and let it soak 

for just half an hour, preferably somewhere warm. This method will not give as 

strong a colour as method 1 or 2. 

http://www.suvarna.co.uk/pure-henna-indigo/henna-body-art-quality.html


 

 

 
Figure 5: Section off the top layer(s) of your hair with hair elastics or clips. Apply the 

paste on the lower sections with your gloved fingers. 

Applying the henna paste 

Before application, your henna paste should be the consistency of yoghurt or 

thick custard.  If it is too thick, add a little more water or acidic liquid, until it 

reaches the desired consistency. 

To prevent the henna from staining your skin, you can either use a barrier 

cream on your hairline and neck before applying the dye, or you can wipe any 

paste off your skin with a cloth before it has a chance to stain. 

To apply the paste to your hair, use a tinting brush, piping bag, or simply gloved 

fingers.  Coat your hair fully from the ends to the roots, working it in so it covers 

every strand.  Put on plenty of paste.   

When you hair is completely coated in paste, cover your hair with cling film or a 

shower cap.   Wipe any henna off your skin (particularly check your face and 

the nape of your neck).  Leave the paste on your hair for at least 2 hours.  The 

longer you leave it on for, the stronger the colour will be.   

At the end of this time, wash the paste out of your hair.  If you want to use 

shampoo, try to rinse most of the paste out with water first, and then use some 

shampoo to get the last of it out.    

Finally, use your normal conditioner (unless you are going to use indigo paste 

straight after the henna paste, in which case, omit the conditioner).  

 



Waiting a few days for the colour to show 

Immediately after dyeing, the colour may seem brighter than you would 

expect, or, if you have put henna over very light hair, it may look brassy 

orange.  Do not worry, though – the colour will deepen over the next 3 or 4 

days.  This is because it takes a few days for the oxidation process to take 

place (this is the same process that happens to a cut apple, which darkens 

over time as it is left in the air).  The following images are an example of how 

henna changes as it oxidises.  

 

 

 

Figure 6:  Locks of Amy’s hair immediately after dyeing with  

henna - bright and glowing in the sun.* 

   
Figure 7: Amy’s hair is very orange immediately after dying with henna.* 



 

 

Figure 8:  Amy’s hair 5 days later. After oxidisation the colour has darkened and is less 

orange.* 

Allergy patch testing 

It is unusual for anyone to be allergic to pure henna, but it is possible. Some 

people can be allergic to completely natural ingredients.  To check whether 

you are allergic to henna, apply a small amount of the mixed-up henna paste 

to the inside of your elbow, and cover this with a sticking plaster.  Keep 

checking to see if there is any skin irritation.  Leave it on for up to 48 hours, 

unless skin irritation occurs, in which case you can wash the paste off. 

How much Henna do I need?   

The amounts given below are for average hair – if you have fine hair you may 

need less, or if you have thick hair you may need more. The amounts given are 

for the total amount of powder needed for one application. 

Short or chin length hair – 50 to 70 gms per application 

Shoulder length hair – 100 to 120 gms per application 

Mid back length hair – 200 to 250 gms per application 

 

 
*Thanks to Amy Ross (telepathicparanoia on Flickr) for your henna images 

 

 
 



. 

Chapter 3: Mixing henna with cassia powder  
Cassia powder looks a bit like henna, and is sometimes known as "colourless 

henna" or "blonde henna". However, cassia is not henna - it comes from a 

totally different plant. There are 2 types of cassia for hair care which are quite 

similar. The botanical names are Cassia obovata and Cassia auriculata. 

Uses of Cassia 

1. Cassia can be used on its own for hair conditioning. It increases volume and 

shine. It is good for the scalp, too.  

 

2. Cassia can be mixed with henna and indigo paste for conditioning. It will 

also dilute the mixture, so the resulting colour will be less strong.  

3. Cassia contains a yellow dye molecule called chrysophanic acid.  If you mix 

cassia with lemon juice and let it soak for several hours the chrysophanic acid 

dye molecule is released. If you put this lemon-and-cassia paste on grey or light 

blonde hair, it will dye it to a yellowish blonde colour.  

The golden colour of cassia will not show up on dark coloured hair.  Cassia will 

not lighten dark hair. 

If you do not soak cassia in this way it is colourless.  

 

4. Cassia can be mixed with henna paste to dilute the henna and get a lighter 

red/orange colour.  You can get a strawberry blonde shade by using mainly 

cassia, and just mixing in a small amount of henna. You only need about 10% 

henna in the mixture to get a strawberry blonde shade. Even 5 % of henna 

tends to have a slight strawberry blonde effect.   

 

Figure 9: Before and after using a dye made with Cassia and just one small teaspoon 

of henna. After colouring (right) the greys are covered to a pretty strawberry blonde 

shade. 

http://www.suvarna.co.uk/pure-henna-indigo/organic-cassia.html
http://www.suvarna.co.uk/henna-indigo/organic-cassia-obovata.html
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The procedure for applying cassia paste to your hair is much the same as for 

henna. 

 

  
Figure 10: Cassia paste on hair 

 

 

Figure 11: Preparing to mix cassia paste 



Chapter 4: Mixing indigo with henna to get brown or black 

shades 
 

What is indigo? 

Indigofera tinctoria is a flowering shrub that grows in South East Asia. The leaves 

of this shrub are dried and powdered, to give indigo powder. This powder dye 

gives a bluish colour. Indigo powder is a green colour but when it is mixed with 

water into a paste it gradually darkens and the surface develops a very dark 

green, blue or purple sheen.  

 

Figure12 : Indigo paste 

Indigo can be used on its own to darken brown hair, but it should not be used 

directly on top of very light blonde or light grey hair or it can go a bluish colour. 

Combining Henna with indigo to get a red/brown, brown, or black shade 

When henna is used with indigo, the combined dye can give different shades 

of browns or black. The resulting colour depends on the method used for 

dyeing, how long the dye is left on for, and the proportions of henna and 

indigo used in the dye. 
 

. 
There are two main methods of combining henna and indigo to dye hair, 

outlined below. 

Method 1. Double Application  Dye your hair first with henna so it goes 

auburn/red, following the instructions in Chapter 2. Wash and dry your hair. 

Next, dye your hair with indigo as described below. The auburn/red of your 

hennaed hair turns to brown or black.  

To achieve the desired shade, you need to alter the amount of time for which 

you leave the indigo on your hair. The longer the indigo is left on for, the darker 

and less red the colour result will be.  If you leave indigo on the maximum time, 

your hair can go black. 

http://www.suvarna.co.uk/pure-henna-indigo/organic-indigo-powder.html


 

Because everyone’s hair is different, you really need to use trial and error to find 

out how long the indigo should be left on your hair. Strand test some indigo 

paste on small areas of your hennaed hair, leaving it on for different lengths of 

time, and see which length of time gives the colour that you require. The 

process for strand testing is described at the beginning of Chapter 2. 

 

The following are approximate guidelines for how long to leave the indigo on 

when it is applied on top of freshly hennaed hair: 

5 minutes for light auburn, or to very slightly tone down the henna colour 

10 – 20 minutes for deep auburn to chocolate brown 

20 – 45 mins for medium to dark brown 

45 mins + for very dark brown  

45 mins to 2 hours for black hair with either reddish or blue/purple undertones,  

3 hours + for very blue black 

 

Figure 13: Henna and indigo 2 step process on white mohair 

Figure 13 above shows an experiment on white mohair of the 2 step process of 

henna and indigo application: 

 

No 1 is white mohair before colouring 

 

No 2 is white mohair after 3 hours body art henna  

 

No 3 is white mohair after 3 hours body art henna followed by 30 minutes indigo 

  

No 4 is white mohair after 3 hours body art henna followed by 1 hour indigo  

 

Method 2. Single Application  Soak the henna as described in the instructions 

for henna in Chapter 2.  When you are ready to colour your hair, mix the indigo 



powder with water.  Then thoroughly mix the henna mixture together with the 

indigo mixture.  Apply the resulting paste to your hair, and leave it on for at 

least 2 hours.  The longer you leave it on for, the stronger the colour will be.  

The proportion of henna and indigo that you need will vary based on your hair 

type. The following are approximate guidelines only. They are not guaranteed, 

as different people’s hair takes the colour henna or the indigo to different 

degrees. 

 To get a slightly toned down henna look which is a little less coppery-red, 

use 4 parts henna to 1 part indigo.   

 To get a more auburn brown shade use a large percentage of henna, 

such as 2 parts henna to 1 part indigo. This will be a lot more auburn than 

brown on lighter coloured hair. Because the henna is mixed with indigo, it 

will be less brassy than using just henna. 

 To get a warm, mid-brown shade use 1 part henna to 1 part indigo. 

Again this will be more copperish brown the lighter your hair is. 

 To get a dark brown shade use a larger proportion of indigo, such as 1 

part henna to 2 parts indigo.   

 To get a very dark brown shade use 1 part henna to 3 or 4 parts indigo. 

(Be careful with this mixture if you have a lot of grey or light coloured hair 

because it has a high percentage of indigo it could be blue or greenish.  

Strand test first, or use another natural hair dye with less indigo in it first.) 

 To get a black shade use method 1.  

 

 

      
 Figures 14: Applying the henna & indigo, section by section, with gloved fingers  

 

The resulting colour takes a few days to settle to the true colour. As with pure 

henna dye, the colour will darken as the dye oxidises.  

Everyone’s hair is different and will take the colour differently, so trial and error 

may be necessary to get the desired shade.  



 

Figure 15: Before (lett) and after (right) a mixture of 1 part henna, 3 parts indigo,  

half a part cassia powder and half a part amla powder 

 

 

Figure16 : An experiment showing different combinations of henna and indigo over 

white sheep wool. This shows the wide variety of shades you can achieve. 
 

No 1 is white sheep wool before dyeing. 

 

No 2 is just body art henna pre-soaked in lemon juice and left on for 2 hours.  

 

No 3 is a single application of 2 parts henna to 1 part indigo left on for 2 hours.  

 

No 4 is a single application of 2 parts indigo to 1 part henna left on for 2 hours. 

  

No 5 is a double application of henna left on for 2.5 hours followed by indigo 

left on for 2 hours. 

 

No 6 is just indigo left on for 1.5 hours. 

 

 

http://www.suvarna.co.uk/pure-henna-indigo/baq-henna-and-indigo.html
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Chapter 5: Other plant ingredients you can mix with henna 

Mixing Henna with other natural ingredients 

 

The best plant to mix with henna to get a brown shade or black is indigo. 

However, other types of plants are often added to henna to have different 

effects, such as altering the colour result subtly, or making the dye more 

conditioning for your hair.  

Bear in mind that the more conditioning, non-colouring ingredients you add to 

your henna, the more you dilute the colour. 

Rhubarb root powder can be used to create a blonde colour. It is sometimes 

used together with cassia. 

Bhringaraj, Eclipta alba, is an ayurvedic herb, which is said to nourish and 

strengthen the hair and scalp, and help prevent hair loss, balding, and 

premature greying. It may be mixed into a paste and applied to the hair and 

scalp. It can also be mixed with other powders such as cassia or henna paste. 

Hibiscus gives a red tone. It is sometimes used in blonde dyes to get a 

strawberry blonde tone. It can be used as a powder or it can be used as an 

acidic tea.  

Walnut shells, Juglans regia, can be mixed with henna to get a brown dye. 

However, it is not a very long lasting dye, and many people are allergic to 

walnuts. 

Indian tea contains tannins which have a slight dye content. Not very long 

lasting. 

 

Shikakai, Acacia concinna, powder. This is traditionally used in hair products as 

a cleanser and conditioner, and for increasing shine. It is known in India as "fruit 

for hair". It has no dye content 

Saffron can be used to create blonde shades, but it is very expensive. 

Amla can be used as a hair treatment for volume, shine and enhancing curls. 

You can also add amla powder  to your henna and indigo mix to help tone 

down the red of the henna, for a cooler, more ash-brown colour. Mixing the 

amla with only henna will not noticeably tone down the red of the henna. 

Acacia catechu contains tannins, so makes a brown dye when it is mixed with 

henna.   

Chamomile can be used to colour very light hair to a blonder colour. It is not 

very effective and does not last very long. 

 

Vegetable Oil such as olive, almond, argan oil or coconut oil can be mixed 

with henna paste for a moisturising and conditioning effect. However mixing oil 

with henna may reduce the effectiveness of the dye, so if you want a strong 

colour from your henna, it is best not to add oil.   

 

http://www.suvarna.co.uk/pure-henna-indigo/organic-amla-powder.html#.Ub7ia_mc914
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Chapter 6: Good henna and bad henna: dispelling myths 

and misunderstandings  

 

Henna is a plant. Pure henna that contains only the ground up leaves of the 

henna plant is not harmful or damaging to hair – in fact, it is conditioning and 

good for hair. Unfortunately, the word ‘henna’ is often used to describe hair 

dyes which are not pure henna. These dyes are actually a mixture of 

ingredients, and in some (but not all) cases, the added ingredients can be bad 

for your hair. 

 

Henna mixed with natural ingredients 

Some natural hair dyes are made from henna mixed with other natural 

ingredients. These other ingredients may include indigo, or cassia, among other 

things. As long as the added ingredients are natural and non-harmful, these 

dyes will not be bad for your hair. Examples of brands which are all natural and 

safe are Logona, Sante, Palette by Nature, and Aubrey.   

These ready-mixed dyes, made with henna and natural ingredients, are admit-

tedly easier to use than dyes that you have to concoct at home by buying 

your own separate ingredients. The down side is that usually they do not have 

as strong an effect.  Because they are ready-mixed, you also cannot optimise 

the dye’s effect by soaking the henna powder in some acidic liquid, as you 

can do if you buy your ingredients separately.   

Henna that is mixed with nasty chemicals and heavy metals 

Some hair dyes call themselves ‘henna’, and may contain some pure henna, 

but also contain nasty chemicals such as PPD, or metallic salts, or heavy metals. 

These are often very poor quality henna products which are imported from 

countries with there is no safety regulation. The chemical additives in these 

products can be very harmful to your hair and to your health. 

How do you know what is good henna? 

Look at the ingredients listing, and choose only pure henna, or henna with only 

natural added ingredients. However, be careful of products that are imported 

from countries where companies are not legally required to list their ingredients. 

Some dyes may only list ‘henna’ in their ingredients, but actually contain other 

chemicals. In the EU it is illegal to sell hair dyes which have not got the full in-

gredients listing. To be safe, buy henna from a trusted supplier or trusted brand 

of henna. You can research the brand online before you buy, look for product 

reviews, or ask your friends. 

To be sure that your henna is all natural, you can choose a brand that is certi-

fied by a recognised organisation as being organic or all natural. Organic certi-

fications include Soil Association or EcoCert, among others, while natural certi-

fications include NaTrue and BDIH.  If you want a certified product, check that 

the logo of the certifying body is displayed on the packet. Of course, some 

suppliers may call their product ‘organic’ even if it is not certified – if you want 

to check this, ask the supplier to show you their organic certificate.  

Aside from natural and organic certifications, another way to be safe is to buy 

henna which has been laboratory tested in the EU. You can ask the supplier to 

show you the laboratory report if you want to be on the safe side. 

 



Chapter 7: Questions and answers about henna 
 

Can I use a chemical dye on hair that has been coloured with  henna? 

It is best to wait some weeks after using henna before using a chemical dye, 

because otherwise the colours may combine in unpredictable ways. However, 

because our henna is pure and does not contain metallic salts, there is no risk 

that your hair will disintegrate if you later use a chemical dye on top of it.  

Can I get an allergic reaction to henna and/or indigo? 

It is unlikely that you will be allergic to 100% pure organic henna or 100% pure 

organic indigo but it is not guaranteed, as it is possible to be allergic to any 

natural plant ingredient.  

Are there any health risks associated with henna and indigo? 

Pure henna and pure indigo have been used for hair colouring, body art 

tattoos, and traditional rituals since ancient times. They are generally 

considered to be harmless and even to have health-giving and healing 

properties. Non-pure henna dyes can be dangerous if they contain chemicals 

such as PPD – but pure henna is not harmful, only the added chemicals are 

harmful. The henna powder and indigo powder sold at www.suvarna.co.uk is 

100% pure and natural, and does not contain PPD or any other added 

chemicals or metallic salts.  

 

It is important to note that people who have glucose-6-phosphate 

dehydrogenase deficiency (G6PD deficiency) should not use henna.  Henna is 

considered to be dangerous for people with this deficiency.  G6PD deficiency 

is more common in males than females, in children, and in particular ethnic 

groups.  If in doubt check with your doctor.  For more info on G6PD deficiency, 

see:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G6PD_deficiency 

Does It’s Pure Organics Henna contain metallic salts? 

No, our henna is pure and does not contain metallic salts.  Henna containing 

metallic salts will cause your hair to disintegrate and fall out if you use a 

chemical dye on top of it. 

 

How long does the colour last after using a henna dye? 

This depends on what kind of henna we are talking about. A good quality, pure 

henna which has been prepared by being soaked in something acidic, and 

has been applied properly, will last for a very long time. It will fade gradually, 

but some of the colour will last for a long time, and may even be permanent.   

 

A henna dye which has been mixed with a lot of other ingredients may not last 

as long as the above.   

 

Pure indigo will not last as long as henna, as it will fade and wash out quicker. 

On average, indigo will last for 3 to 4 weeks, but it will vary depending on your 

hair type and on how frequently you wash your hair. 

Can I dye my eyebrows with henna? 

This is not recommended because it could irritate your eyes. 

Will Henna and indigo dye my beard? 

It is sometimes possible to dye beards with henna and indigo, but this does not 
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always work, because beard hair is much more difficult to dye than head hair.  

See here for more info on dyeing beards. 

How should I store my henna powder? How long will it last?  

If henna powder is kept airtight, cold, and protected from light, it can last for 

years. Heat, light, and air make the dye lose its potency. 

How long should I store my henna paste? How long will it last?  

If you store henna paste in the fridge, in a sealed, air tight container, it will stay 

good for a few days. In the freezer, it will last for a few months. This works 

because the lower temperature stops the lawsone dye from reacting with the 

oxygen in the air.    Indigo paste should not be stored. 

Can I get my hair dresser do put henna on me? 

Hair dressers can sometimes do a good job of putting henna on, as they know 

how to section your hair properly 

However, many hair dressers are anti-henna for a number of reasons. Because 

of the problem with metallic salts being added to some ‘henna’ dyes, they 

may not trust henna. Henna is also less predictable than chemical dyes. It also 

takes a long time to apply and to process, and it is messy. It may also be a 

concern if the salon is a franchise, and wants to use one supplier for all of their 

products. 

Mobile hair dressers are often more flexible. This is partly because they can 

leave you at home with the paste on, so the long processing time is not an 

issue. 

If you want to use a hair dresser at a salon, and they are happy to use henna, 

then take the henna paste to your hair appointment having already soaked it 

overnight, as outlined in Chapter 2.  The hair dresser can do the hair sectioning, 

dye application, and hair wrapping.  Then you can sit in the salon and read 

magazines and wait for the dye to develop on your hair, or go home with your 

head still wrapped, and wash the paste off later at home. 
 

 

. 
 

 
. 

Figure 17: Mixing your hair powders outside in nature - avoids making a mess indoors! 
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Chapter 8:  It’s Pure Organics Product List June 2013 

 

All Its Pure Organics certified organic henna powder, indigo powder, 

and other botanical oils and powders are certified organic by the Soil 

Association.  

 

The Soil Association Symbol means you can trust the purity and quality, and be 

assured there are no heavy metals, chemicals or pesticides in them. 

 

Full instructions and tips are included with every packet.  

It’s Pure Organics Price List 

Code Product Title Size Price (£) 

E0102 Certified Organic Henna Powder Body Art Quality  (100g) 100g 6.80 

E01022 Certified Organic Henna Powder Body Art Quality (200g) 200g 12.5 

E01023 Certified Organic Henna Powder Body Art Quality (500g) 500g 28 

E01051 Certified Organic Body Art Henna (100g) & Indigo Powder (100g) 200g 13.00 

E01052 Certified Organic Body Art Henna (100g) & Indigo Powder (200g) 400g 25.50 

E01053 Certified Organic Body Art Henna (100g) & Indigo Powder (200g) 300g 19.25 

E01054 Certified Organic Body Art Henna (100g) & Indigo Powder (100g) 300g 19.25 

E01031 Certified Organic Henna Powder for Hair (100g) 100g 6.20 

E1032 Certified Organic Henna Powder for Hair (200g) 200g 11.30 

E1035 Certified Organic Henna Powder for Hair (500g) 500g 25.20 

E10310 Certified Organic Henna Powder for Hair (1kg) 1kg 46.90 

E01041 Certified Organic Henna for Hair (100g) & Indigo Powder (100g) 200g 12.80 

E01042 Certified Organic Henna for Hair (100g) & Indigo Powder (200g) 300g 18.50 

E01044 Certified Organic Henna for Hair (200g) & Indigo Powder (200g) 400g 24.25 

E01048 Certified Organic Henna for Hair (500g) & Indigo Powder (500g) 1kg 50.50 

E0121 Certified Organic Indigo Leaf Powder (100g) 100g 6.75 

E01212 Certified Organic Indigo Leaf Powder (200g) 200g 12.5 

E0124 Certified Organic Indigo Leaf Powder (500g) 500g 28 

E0152 Certified Organic Cassia Auriculata Powder (100g) 100g 6.30 

E01522 Certified Organic Cassia Auriculata Powder (200g) 200g 11.95 

E0212 Certified Organic Amla Powder (100g) 100g 6.75 
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E02122 Certified Organic Amla Powder (200g) 200g 12.5 

E0302 Certified Organic Bhringaraj Hair Oil 50ml 5.9 

E0320 Certified Organic Bhringaraj Powder 50g 3.2 

E0110 Certified Organic Henna Powder Tester (6g) 6g 0.9 

E0115 Certified Indigo Powder Tester (6g) 6g 0.9 

E01520 Certified Organic Cassia Tester (7g) 7g 0.9 

P2505 Plastic Shower Cap & Latex Gloves - 0.43 

P2500 Plastic Shower Cap/Warming Cap - 0.23 

 

 

Figure 18:  It’s Pure Organics Soil Association Certified Organic Henna and indigo 

 

 

It’s Pure Ltd, Beacon House, Willow Walk, Skelmersdale, WN8 6UR, UK 

Website: www.itspure.co.uk  Tel 01695 728 286 
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